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It seems appropriate that we open
our “Adventure Issue” with a
story about an English Setter living
on a houseboat in Amsterdam. It
was there in the summer of 2015 when
Jeff Sabin and his setter, Sophie, met
Dutch fashion photographer Myscha
Oreo. Struck by Sophie’s beauty, Oreo
took the image featured on our cover
after Sabin and Sophie returned from
the World Dog Show in Milan. “That
special day and moment in time of
pure canine fun and frolic in Holland
is etched in my memory forever,” Sabin
told us. Sophie also later appeared in
one of Oreo’s commercial shots.
Speaking of photography, we announce the winners of our annual photo
contest in this issue. Think you can do
better? We are currently accepting entries for next year’s competition—click
here for details.
The rest of the issue is intended to inspire you to explore the world, country,
city, or even neighborhood with your
dog. We have tips on safe traveling,
health issues to consider, and clean-up
hacks. Meet an Afghan Hound who
dove headfirst into a new sport, then
read about an intrepid Instagramfamous Golden Retriever.
Happy adventuring!

or click here
NO RISK GUARANTEE!
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Cancel at any time, for any reason.The AKC will refund your money for any and all unmailed issues, no
questions asked.

Where Your Dog is the Star

Splendor
in the

Grass

Our readers’ dogs enjoy outdoor adventuring
both near and far from home.

1

2
1. SIR WILBUR FLUFF

4. RORSCHACH Long Beach, NY

Monroe, WA

5. LOUIS Beckley, WV

2. ACHILLES XIV Romulus, MI

6. SNICKERS Jacksonville, FL

3. GUINNESS Acushnet, MA

7. CHARLOTTE Fairfield, TX
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Send Us Your Snaps!

We’d love to see your family dog. E-mail your digital photos (high-resolution, please) to familydog@akc.org. Please include “Your Family Dog Photo” in the
subject line, as well as your dog’s name and city and state of residence.
• Only previously unpublished photos will be selected for publication.
• All photos become the property of the American Kennel Club and will not be returned.
The AKC reserves the right to use the photos for any other purpose without compensation.
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Movie

NEWS, REVIEWS, EVENTS, AND SO MUCH MORE!

In this theater, the
snack bar is stocked
with turkey jerky and
dog biscuits.
By Jeanette Hurt
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n Plano, Texas, you can
take your dog to the
movies.
K9 Cinemas (k9cinemas.
com) started out as weekend
pop-up event, but in May,
when Eric Lankford took
over the location, it went
completely to the dogs.
“I honestly thought the
idea already existed,” Lankford says. “I couldn’t believe no one had ever done
it before.”
Last year some movie
theaters had offered a few
dog-friendly screenings of
Isle of Dogs, but Lankford
says K9 Cinemas is the first,
truly dog-friendly movie
house.
Lankford’s dog, Bear, was
the inspiration. “It was a
very simple thought pro-

cess,” he says. “I think I
watch TV more than anybody I know, and I wanted
some place I could take Bear.
I still have the original piece
of paper where I wrote the
idea out.”
Tickets cost $12.50 per
adult, $9 per child, and
$5 per dog, and treats for
humans and dogs—which
include turkey jerky, frozen
peanut butter cups, and dog
biscuits—cost $2. The theater seats about 30 humans,
who can each bring up to
two pups. The dogs get free
water bowls while the humans get free wine or whiskey, and there’s a potty break
intermission. Family-friendly
classics like Lady and the
Tramp, Home Alone, and Elf
are usually shown.

Other movie theaters that
cater to dogs include:
Picturehouse Cinema,
London, offers monthly
dog-friendly screenings.
Eat See Hear outdoor
film series in Los Angeles is
dog-friendly.
Moonlight Cinema outdoor film screenings in
several Australian locations
is dog-friendly.

COURTESY CANINE CINEMAS

I

Barquee

“We do a surprise showing because one time, a
family brought in six kids,
and we had planned a
more serious movie about
Max the service dog, but
we changed it at the last
minute to Space Jam,”
Lankford says. “You could
see these movies for free
at home, but the surprise
showings add to the excitement.”
Some groups, including
the North Texas Corgi Connection, have rented out the
entire theater, and people
from as far away as Oklahoma have driven to take
their dog to the movies.

we asked, you answered

because science

Pups Get Us Up

Off-Road and Off-Leash

Dog owners are four times
more likely to meet physical

Followers of the akc family dog Facebook page told us what adventure means to their dog:

minutes a week) than

The Festival of Nations in St. Louis or a good walk in Forest Park. —Carol

people who don’t own dogs,
according to a 2019 British

City walks. You never know what the day holds. —Lou

study published in Scientific
Reports.

Visiting the cows at the neighboring farm. —Robert
Every time I grab the leash and say, “let’s go!” —Michael

Urine Trouble

Born this Way

the dog can be a challenge. But it may be better to stick to the hydrant

according to a study published in

rather than the side of the sidewalk tree for bathroom breaks, according

Scientific Reports. Looking at more

Going to the mailbox or getting the

to 2019 study published in Urban Ecosystems. The study was prompted

than 85,000 twins in Sweden and

garbage can.

when ecologist Krista McGuire noticed how compact and unabsorbent

data from the Swedish Kennel

—Dianne

the soil seemed in New York City green patches, according to Popular

Club and the Swedish Board of

Science. Using a

Agriculture, researchers found if a

greenhouse, McGuire

female identical twin owned a dog,

and her team deter-

there was a 40 percent chance

Join the conversation:

mined that the nitrogen

her twin would also own a dog. For

Follow us at facebook.com/akcfamilydog.

content and low pH

male identical twins, the likelihood

of canine urine can

dropped to 29 percent. Fraternal

Have a question to ask?

decrease the richness

twins, which do not share 100 per-

Email it to familydog@akc.org.

of minerals in soil and

cent of their genetics, had an even

lead to more water

lower likelihood of both owning

*Responses have been edited for length,

runoff in urban green

dogs—25 percent for females and

grammar, and clarity.

infrastructure.

14 percent for males.

In the concrete jungle of big cities, finding a patch of green for walking
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A love for dogs may be genetic,

A squirrel sighting! —Karen

A giant mud puddle [facepalm]. —Cyndi

BULLDOG: ©MONKEY BUSINESSI MAGES/ETTY IMAGES; LEFT BOTTOM: ©FG TRADE /GETTY IMAGES; VIZSLA: ©PAMELA JOE MCFARLANE/GETTY IMAGES
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FUN FACT
:
The masco
t for the
Colorado A
valanche,
Denver’s p
rofessiona
l
hockey tea
m, is a
St. Bernard
named
Bernie.

The secret’s out: People are flocking to Denver. With world-class cuisine, funky neighborhoods, and
abundant recreation in the nearby Rocky Mountains, the “Mile High City” boasts a dog-friendly vibe,
300 days of sunshine a year, and an active lifestyle. It’s a fantastic place to be a dog—or vacation with
one.

EAT + DRINK
In warm weather, Denverites love to dine out with their
dogs, as evidenced by all the
pups you’ll find on patios
throughout the city. Weekend
brunch is a bit of an institution, so settle in for a mimosa
and a breakfast burrito at
Javier’s Diner outside with
your dog and then walk along
Tennyson Avenue to grassy
parks in the eclectic Berkeley
neighborhood. Or, try vegetarian-friendly Highlands
Cork & Cafe in the similarly
trendy Highlands—then stroll
down 32nd Ave. for doggie
1/2
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dessert from the cookie counter at pet boutique Taj Mutt
Hal.
Colorado is known for craft
beer, so sample your new fa-

akc familydog

vorites at Recess Beer Garden
in LoHi (which also mixes
“Hair of the Dog” cocktails) on the outdoor terraces
teeming with dogs and kids.

Jen, Bryan, and Peach
enjoy the pretzel board at
at Recess Beer Garden.

Afterward you can walk over
the highway via a pedestrian
bridge to Lower Downtown
(“LoDo”) and Commons
Park, where you’ll find dogs
frolicking on the banks of the
South Platte River.
For a brewery experience, check out Denver
Beer Co.—both locations
feature dog-friendly patios
and tasty brews. Finally,
don’t miss Watering Bowl,
a dog-friendly tavern with a
7,000-square-foot dog park,
splash pool, and “Yappy
Hour” from 4 to 6 pm on
weekdays.
PLAY
Denver is a phenomenal
place to get outside with your

Pool play at
Watering Bowl

dog. Walk or jog around
scenic Sloan’s Lake or Washington Park, where you
might luck into a breed-specific “meetup” like the one I
stumbled across recently for
Dachshunds (or check MeetUp.com before your trip).
For off-leash adventures and

swimming, head to 107-acre
Cherry Creek Dog Off Leash
Area or the 69-acre dog park
at Chatfield State Park.
Keep an eye out for
dog-centric special events,
especially each summer and
fall. Dogs are welcome at
most weekend farmers mar-

TOP PHOTO: ©F11PHOTO/GETTY IMAGES; WATERING BOWL: BY RYAN LEOPANDO;
OTHER PHOTOS: COURTESY AUTHOR

Mile-High Dogs

+FREE
Deposit Tickets

Personal
checks starting at

and free to the public during
the day (before 2 pm on
event days), so you’ll see
athletes running up the stairs
and through aisles—sometimes with their dogs. Grab
lunch in nearby Morrison,
then hit the Bear Creek Trail
in Lair o’ the Bear Park,
where you can hike along the
eponymous creek and into
fragrant pine forests.

ver’s first hotel, The Oxford
Hotel, is so pet friendly that
it once hosted a chimpanzee
($50 fee; no weight restrictions). For a splurge at Denver’s most iconic hotel, try
The Brown Palace, which has
natural lighting that’s perfect
for taking photos of your dog
looking posh in the lobby
($100 fee; no weight restrictions; no cats allowed). Dogs
are welcome in any room at
The Curtis, which features
“hyper-themed” rooms
ranging from Star Trek and
Jimmy Buffett to “Big Hair”
and Disco—they’ll be greeted
with a “Dog Days” package
that includes dog treats, a
water bowl, and a Curtis
leash ($25/day fee; no weight
restrictions). FD

SLEEP
After an action-packed
day, you and your dog will
be ready for R&R at one of
Denver’s distinctive hotels in
the city’s heart: LoDo. Den-

NOTE: American Staffordshire Terriers and other dogs
with a “pit bull” appearance
are currently banned in Denver, despite numerous ongoing efforts to repeal the law.

Dog moms take a
break while hiking
Bear Creek Trail
in Lair o’ the Bear
Park.

kets, which typically feature
live music, local crafts, organic food, and dog goods.
In August, baseball fans and
their pups can cheer for the
Colorado Rockies during
Bark at the Park and parade
around Coors Field before
the opening pitch. The Denver Pet Expo hosts an array
of vendors offering treats to
visiting fur babies and an
adorable pet costume contest.
No trip to Denver is complete without making the
short drive north to Red
Rocks Amphitheater. The
famous music venue is open

Award-winning journalist Jen Reeder is the past president of the Dog Writers Association of
America.
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WalmartChecks.com/AKC
Every Day Low Prices on
business and personal checks,
forms and accessories.

and Register

per pack

Duplicates $9.46/pack

For the love of dogs
Visit us online to view our complete
line of dog and cat designs.
PAULA JAMISON
123 OAKRIDGE DRIVE
YOUR CITY, ST 12345
PAULA JAMISON
123 OAKRIDGE DRIVE
YOUR CITY, ST 12345
PAULA JAMISON
123 OAKRIDGE DRIVE
YOUR CITY, ST 12345
PAULA JAMISON
123 OAKRIDGE DRIVE
YOUR CITY, ST 12345

SAVE AN AVERAGE OF 50% OFF TYPICAL BANK PRICING**

Havanese
(4 Designs)

V7

Mastiff
(4 Designs)

Poodles
(4 Designs)

XP

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
(4 Designs)
XN

V6

Australian Shepherd
(4 Designs)

X9

Boxer
(4 Designs)

XV

Beagle
(4 Designs)

XB

Welsh Corgi
(4 Designs)

XO

Doberman Pinsher
(4 Designs)

XJ

German Shorthair Pointer
(4 Designs)

3V

20

20

Pay to the
Order of

Pay to the
Order of
Dollars

For

Schnauzer
(4 Designs)

5V

Shih-Tzu
(4 Designs)

6V

Chihuahua
(4 Designs)

XI

For

Dachshund
(4 Designs)

XD

20

Dollars

For

XR

French Bulldog
(4 Designs)

XF

Dollars

For

Pay to the
Order of

Golden Retriever
(4 Designs)

20

Pay to the
Order of
Dollars

ASPCA® Puppies
(4 Designs)

ASPCA® Kittens
O8 (4 Designs)

Bulldog
(4 Designs)

XL

© 2019 ASPCA. All Rights Reserved.
8% of the retail purchase price of all ASPCA®
branded items goes to The American
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals® (ASPCA®) to help further its
mission to provide effective means for the
prevention of cruelty to animals throughout
the United States, with a minimum donation
O7 of $140,000 through June 30, 2021.

Two Easy Ways to Order:

➊ web: www.WalmartChecks.com/AKC

Shop online and save. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Internet offers and pricing may vary from this ad.

MOBILE
FRIENDLY!

➋ phone: 1-866.925.2432

Mon-Fri 7am-9pm
Sat 8:30am-12:30 pm; 1-5 pm (CST)
Se habla Español.

*The following are marks and/or registered marks of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.: the “Spark” design *, Walmart, and Save Money. Live Better. This
advertisement is made by Harland Clarke Corp., through Valassis Digital, and all inquiries should be made to 866.925.2432. Walmart does not provide,
endorse, recommend, warrant, or take responsibility for the item(s) offered or for any resulting order fulfillment or customer service. Prices exclude
taxes, expedited shipping, shipping outside the 48 contiguous U.S. states, and processing fees. Other exclusions may apply. Prices, images, and
specifications subject to change. Wal-Mart Checks reserves the right to limit quantities or refuse orders for any reason.
**Based on Shoppers’ View survey of financial institutions in November 2018. Prices subject to change.

Protect and defend your
money and your identity.
With CheckSafe™, if the checks in this order are subject to fraudulent
acts, our certified Check Fraud Specialists will work with your financial institution and merchants on your behalf to help you resolve the
check fraud, saving you valuable time. If preferred, our Check Fraud
Specialists will provide you step by step instructions on how to resolve
the fraud. In addition, you will receive free replacement checks for
your new checking account. CheckSafe™ fraud service is effective
for 12 months from the date your order is shipped, or until you use
the last check, whichever comes first. This service is available for only
$1.50 per pack of personal checks and $5.00 per order on business
checks.
Images enhanced to show detail.
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Stubby
during the war as a messenger and
sentry, but Stubby was not a hero in
the classic sense. “Perhaps the medals
were presented more as a reward for
the companionship the dog offered,
as battles raged and the utter destruc-

akc familydog

tion and carnage cloaked young men
like a shroud,” wrote Michael Lemish in the book War Dogs. “Often
the dog sought out the wounded and
simply cuddled alongside.”
In the postwar years, Stubby’s fame

went viral. He and Conroy toured
the United States meeting dignitaries, marching in parades, receiving
awards—and along the way, meeting
three U.S. presidents.
After a lifetime filled with enough

adventures for a hundred ordinary
dogs, Stubby died in Conroy’s arms
in 1926. His preserved remains now
reside in the Smithsonian Institution,
but he will live forever at the AKC
Museum of the Dog. FD

STATUE PHOTO DAVID WOO ©AKC; RIGHT: COURTESY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Forever

O

n May 23, New York’s
AKC Museum of the
Dog unveiled its latest
acquisition: “Stubby
Salutes.” The life-size bronze by
sculptor Susan Bahary
depicts Sgt. Stubby, a bull-type terrier
known as the “Hero Dog” of World
War I. The statue was commissioned
by the descendants of Robert Conroy, the soldier who found Stubby on
the streets of Hartford, Connecticut,
and smuggled him aboard the ship
carrying the Army’s 102d Infantry
to France in late 1917.
Stubby wasn’t a trained war dog,
but the lovable mascot saw his
share of fighting. He was with the
102d during the bloody battles of
Chateau-Thierry, the Marne, SaintMihiel, and the Meuse-Argonne,
and even received a shrapnel wound.
With typical terrier feistiness he
soon recovered, delighting all he
met, soldiers and civilians alike.
Some French women were so taken
by Stubby they stitched together a
uniform for him.
Stubby got his “Hero Dog” nickname after soldiers began pinning
medals to his tunic. He did his duty

1920: Stubby and a young
admirer on a parade float in
Washington, D.C.

GETTING READY
Before your dog
puts a paw in the
water, do the
following:
Invest in a lifejacket. Any puppy or dog
that I teach to swim
always starts out
wearing a lifejacket.
It makes the owner
less nervous and the
dog safer.
Consider the
source. Make sure
the water is free of
predators and natural hazards. Consider
alligators, jellyfish,
riptides, undertows,

Wet Behind
the Ears

Teaching your dog to swim, the safe way.

C

ontrary
to popular belief,
not all
dogs have an instinctual talent or taste
for water play.
My friend Linda
found this out when
1/2
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she was at my house
and wanted to show
me her dog’s aquatic
abilities in my pool.
First, her dog was hesitant to walk down
the pool steps. She
tried paddling, and
then, seconds later,

2019
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she started to sink.
Although this was
over 20 years ago, I
still vividly remember
standing at the edge
of the pool, seeing
the poor dog sinking,
and hearing my friend
saying, “She’ll start

kicking any minute!”
I didn’t believe it,
jumped in (wearing
clothes to go out to
dinner), and pulled
the dog out.
Some dogs bred to
work in water, like
Labrador Retrievers,

may be more natural than others. But
most dogs can learn
to love swimming—
in a lake, ocean, or
backyard pool—
when owners take
the time to introduce
the sport slowly and

safely. As with many
activities, it’s best to
start training when
your dog is still a
puppy, but with
proper prep, older
dogs can learn to
love water, too.

sharp rocks or coral,
and blue-green algae.
Stay shallow. To
introduce water
to your pup, fill a
kiddie pool with a
few inches of water
and let him get used
to the feel of his feet
being wet. If you
are starting out at
a lake or pond, still
water with a gradually sloping shoreline is perfect. No
one wants to learn
to swim by being
dropped into the
deep end.
Suit up. Don’t forget your own bath-

ALL PHOTOS GETTY IMAGES. TOP LEFT: ©CBCK-CHRISTINE; BOTTOM: ©THEERAPONG28; RIGHT: ©RCLASSENLAYOUTS

BY KATHY SANTO

JUMPING IN
Teaching a dog to
swim can be easier if
you bring along one
of their dog buddies
who already loves
swimming. Seeing
their friend having
fun in the water can
entice them to try.
If your dog is
nervous about going into the water,
you can bribe him
in with treats, but
don’t force him. If
you throw a toy in
the water, throw it
parallel to the shoreline, not into deeper
water.
Once in the water,
put your hand under
his tummy
or tail to encourage
him to stay level.
2/2
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RINSE OFF
As a rule, I always
rinse my dogs off
whenever they’ve
been swimming,
whether it’s in the
ocean, lake, or pool.
The sand, salt, chlorine, and other pool

chemicals can be
irritating to a dog’s
skin and coat.
Remember that
the training process
varies for each dog,
depending on their
comfort level with
water. Your dog

might leap off the
edge on the first try
or may take a few
trips to the shore before dipping a paw.
Be attentive to their
comfort level and let
them lead the way.
FD

Kathy Santo trains dogs for home and competition at her New Jersey school. She is the author of
Kathy Santo’s Dog Sense and has handled multiple Obedience Trial Champions. Check out her new
digital dog-training course at dogtrainingtribe.com.

You can also tickle
his back paw pads so
he’ll start to kick.
You need to have a
way to manage your
dog in the water so
that he doesn’t swim
out too far. This is
especially necessary
for prey-driven dogs
who might not be
able to resist birds
or ducks off yonder.
Teaching a strong
recall is as important on the water as
on land, but in the
meantime, have a
floating long line on
2019
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the dog or swim in
an enclosed area.
ENFORCE THE
RULES
I teach my dogs the
commands “jump
in” and “everybody
out” as ways to give
permission to go in
the water and announce the end of
the session. To make
the “everybody out”
command more exciting, I throw a toy
to shore and race my
dog to it.
In pools, it’s nec-

essary to teach your
dog where the steps
are so he can get out
in an emergency and
when you’re giving
the command. I do
this by turning on
the hose and putting
it by the steps. This
creates a target that
I can encourage the
dog to move toward, and when he
walks out, he gets an
awesome prize, like
food, a toy, a belly
rub, or the opportunity to go in again.
Also, pay attention.
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Learn why these bowls are the best at:
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No matter how well
trained your dog is,
your priority while
he is in the water is
to be a vigilant lifeguard and to end the
session if play gets
rough or your dog
seems tired.

ing suit—by getting
into the water with
your dog, you can
help him feel supported and more
confident.

BY STANLEY COREN, PH.D.
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in a dog’s personality.
The systematic investigation of the personality of
dogs is relatively recent and
there are not all that many
studies that have been published. At one point I had
collected a large amount of
personality data on more
than 1,000 dogs and that

formed the basis of my book
Why Does My Dog Act
That Way? But even though
I looked at a lot of different
variables, I did not collect
data on how the canine personality changes with age. So
I promised her that I would
see if I could find any recent
studies that might answer her

You’ve

Changed

question.
I did find a few published
articles that suggested a
dog’s life history and owner’s
personality tend to shape
the dog’s personality, which,
of course, would lead to the
conclusion that there should
be age-related changes in personality. But most of the literature mentioned personality
changes over the dog’s lifespan only in brief comments.
I was just about to give up
when I came across an article

that had been accepted for
publication in the Journal of
Research in Personality by
William Chopik and Jonathan Weaver, both in the
Department of Psychology at
Michigan State University in
East Lansing.
This is a large study, which
included data on 1,681 dogs.
Dog owners were asked to
fill out a specially designed
questionnaire to describe the
personality of their pets. It
measured five dimensions

Are the personalities of dogs fixed and stable or do they change over time?

akc familydog

of dog personality (none of
which correspond to human
personality traits). These
personality traits were fearfulness, aggression toward
people, aggression toward
animals, activity or excitability, and responsiveness to
training.
This was one of those
pieces of research where the
authors wanted to answer
several major questions, so
in the process they looked at
a host of different variables.
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I

was at a reception following a lecture presented to my psychology department by a
visiting scholar when I was
approached by one of my
colleagues. She was excited
because she had just read a
scientific report by a team of
researchers headed by Rodica
Damian at the University of
Houston. They had collected
data on the personalities of a
large group of people at age
16, and then tracked them
down 50 years later, at age
66, to test their personalities
again to see if there were any
changes. What they found
was that personality does
change with age, and it often
changes in ways that are easy
to predict. According to their
data you can reasonably presume that a 66-year-old will
be more conscientious, more
agreeable, and more emotionally stable then they were
when they were adolescents.
What this colleague wanted
to know is whether there
were any similar studies that
looked at age-related changes

As is typical when an investigation casts a very large net,
the investigators are forced to
use some highly complicated
statistical analysis procedures
that makes it difficult for the
average reader without specific training to understand.
However, embedded in their
often confusing tables of
results, was the information
my colleague was looking
for.
Perhaps the most predictable outcome has to do with
the activity and excitability
levels in the dogs. As you
might expect younger dogs
were more active and excitable than older dogs and
the decrease in activity level
occurred as a slow, steady,
but consistent trend over the
lifespan.
The two measures of aggression, namely aggression
toward people and aggression toward other animals,
both rose and fell in an
age-related manner. For these
aspects of canine personality,
the trendlines indicated that
there was a peak in aggres2/2
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sion, the highest of which
was among 6- to 8-year-old
dogs. Younger dogs, and older dogs, showed lower levels
of aggression.
One of the findings, which
I found to be most surprising, had to do with responsiveness to training. I think
that most people who work
with dogs feel that dogs are
most trainable when they
are young and that that
trainability weakens in older
dogs. However, these new
results suggest that a dog’s
responsiveness to training rises steadily from puppyhood
and reaches a peak between
6 and 8 years before beginning to decline. That decline
in the older years is no sharper than the rise in trainability
that was observed from puppyhood to middle-age. This
suggests that you can, in fact,
teach an old dog new tricks,
and he will learn at the same
rate as he did when he was a
puppy.
There was no age-related
change in the fearfulness of
dogs over their lifespan, but
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one interesting side observation about this personality
trait was the fact that dogs
who had been to an obedience class tended to be less
fearful overall.
These results are interesting, but there is a limitation
because the personality
characteristics that were
measured are not directly
comparable to those we
see in humans. Since there
is some evidence that dogs
have at least four of the same
major personality traits that
humans do (extraversion,
neuroticism, agreeableness,
and openness), I suppose
that it is up to some other
research group to see if those
particular dimensions of
personality, which do tend
to change in humans as they
age, also have age-related
trends in dogs. FD
Stanley Coren, Ph.D.,
is a professor in the
Department of Psychology
at the University of British
Columbia and a writer for
Psychology Today.

BY ROXANNE HAWN

and

Carry

Containing the mess after
adventures with your dog
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Wash

O

ne evening after
work, Maria
Christina Schultz and some
friends prepped their standup paddleboards on the
shores of the Potomac River
in Virginia. Schultz’s two
Australian Shepherds, Riley
and Kona, enjoyed their usual pre-paddle riverside romp
to burn off excess energy.
Later, Schultz let Riley and
Kona run along the shoreline
while she packed up. When
it was time to round up the
dogs, Schultz’s friends spotted Kona wriggling in the tall
grass. “I look over, and all I
can see is four paws upside
down shaking,” she says. “I
go over, and she is rolling in
dead fish, so I have a sandy,
wet, dead-fish–smelling dog
in my car all the way home.”

Schultz uses several bathsize microfiber towels from
Orvis before putting her dogs
into bathrobes called Tall
Tails Cape Dog Towel. She
says, “I can pull it over their
heads, and it drapes down
their sides containing some
of the water and sand.”

Portable rinse kit.

Because sand gets everywhere, and caked mud can
break long coats, Schultz
brings a kit that holds pressurized water and features a
hose for spraying down dogs
on the go.

Once home, she wipes and
brushes them down one
more time outside, then
when needed, she carries
them straight to the tub for
a bath.
Small bottles of a favorite
dog shampoo and
between-bath spritzers.

Schultz favors Cloud Star
Buddy Wash and Buddy
Splash, but bring what you
like best, especially if you’ll
be staying in a hotel and
would rather not leave behind a stinky mess.

How to Remove:
Sap or other sticky things Soak the area with warm water and a tiny bit of blue
Dawn dish soap, then carefully remove with a wide-toothed comb. If that doesn’t
work, apply a little bit of vegetable oil with your fingers to help loosen the sticky
matter.
Burrs Always remove burrs when your dog is dry. Water makes burrs much harder
to get out. Use a little cornstarch to help loosen the burr, then gently pull with your
fingers or a comb.
Ticks Use a tick removal tool like a Tick Key to safely and fully remove any embedded ticks you find.

Skunk spray kit supplies.

While you cannot mix the
ingredients in advance
because they activate

and create pressure that can
explode a sealed bottle, plan
ahead and bring supplies for
a de-skunking spray, just in
case. You’ll need blue Dawn
dish soap (1 teaspoon), baking soda (1/8 cup), hydrogen
peroxide (1 pint), and a small
2/3
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bucket to mix it in. “Do not
dilute it with water,” Schultz explains. “Mix it up and
work it into the dog’s coat.
Don’t get it in their eyes.
Then, rinse really well and
bathe again with your regular dog soap.”

Other must-haves.

Schultz carries dog brushes
and combs appropriate for
her dogs’ longer double
coats. She also trims their
feet lightly around the edges and between the
pads just enough that the
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Microfiber towels
and robes.

Schultz, the author of My
Dog and Me: An Inspirational Journal for Dogs and
Their People and How to
SUP with Your Pup (about
paddleboarding with dogs)
now carries the following
grooming supplies when she
and her dogs go on adventures:

around as much or dry as
quickly after adventures, so
Schultz is extra careful to
towel him off well and to
remove his collar so that his
neck dries faster and doesn’t
get stinky.

want to achieve, and other
adventures you simply want
to do because you can. As
she explains at the beginning of the book, “Because
every dog has his day, but
they all deserve hundreds!”
FD

coat is flush with the
pads.
Age-related considerations.

Riley, now 12, doesn’t run
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In My Dog and Me, Schultz
encourages dog lovers to
brainstorm places you want
to visit, activities you can
learn together, goals you

akc familydog

Roxanne Hawn is a journalist
and award-winning dog
blogger. She is the author of
Heart Dog: Surviving the Loss
of Your Canine Soul Mate.
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Have fun, stay clean(-ish).

Jet Set

With a new
destination
comes new
threats to
your dog’s
health.

and

Safe

T

ravel, rewarding
and exciting on its
own, is even more
enjoyable when
shared with family members.
And that unit is expanding
to include dogs. In 1957,
a telephone survey by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association asked people,
“Do you think your dog is
1/2
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part of the family?” and only
43 percent of Americans said
yes. Fifty years later in 2007,
when the same survey was
done, 97 percent of Americans said the dog was part of
the family. So it makes sense
that Americans would want
to include their pets in their
travel plans. But first, there
are important considerations

akc familydog

regarding health and safety.
WHAT TO CONSIDER
Before any travel is considered, necessary homework, research, and due
diligence must be done.
Does it make sense to travel
with your dog? Is your canine friend well enough to
travel? On medications? On

medications that need to be
given regularly that travel
could interrupt? Are you
able to obtain your animal’s
medications at your destination or do you need to stock
up on them and have a
ready supply to travel with?
Any travel should be discussed with your veterinarian. They may identify underlying health issues that
may make travel for your
pet unsafe. They also may
recommend vaccinations,
health certificates, and parasite prevention based upon
your method of travel and
your destination.
ON THE ROAD
If you are considering driving, most
veterinarians strongly
recommend your dog

not be allowed to be loose
in the vehicle or roam freely
while you are driving (never
allow a dog to ride loose

in the bed of a truck). Invest in a crate or carrier for
your dog that is both safe
and comfortable. Look for
products that are durable
with reinforced plastic or
fiberglass, designed for easy
air-circulation and good
ventilation, and that come
with a warranty. There also
are different types of harnesses and belts that help
ensure your dog’s safety
while you drive.
Before you go, map out
your trip’s itinerary and
establish where you can
stop for rest breaks for your
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BY KEVIN FITZGERALD, DVM

dogs along the way. The
number of breaks you’ll need
depends on your dog’s age
and general health.
Never leave a dog unattended in a car. In a matter
of minutes, closed cars can
achieve deadly temperatures.
Even at 70°F, a closed car can
rise 15 degrees in temperature in less than 15 minutes.
Many states now have laws
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against leaving unattended
dogs in vehicles. Bring food
and water dishes to snack
and rehydrate along the
way. A good leash is a must
to have for your dog at rest
stops. Any dog that travels
should be microchipped to
protect against any accidental escapes.
If your dog is a nervous
traveler, often a favorite toy

akc familydog

can also make a dog feel
more secure. For more severe
cases, speak to your veterinarian about possibly prescribing a sedative.
WHERE TO STAY
Find out long before
you go which hotels or
motels along the way are
pet-friendly and if they have
any restrictions on weight,

UP IN THE AIR
Plane travel is a different
ballgame entirely. Talk to
your veterinarian about
sedation. Most airline carriers require a health certificate from your dog’s doctor
for the state of destination.
These are only good for 10
days so give yourself time to
get things done before you
leave. For airplane travel a
good crate is also a necessity. The crate should be big
enough that your dog can
stand, turn around, and lie
down in comfortably. It must
have good ventilation. Find
out how long the flight is and
if there are connecting flights.
Food and water dishes are
generally not recommended
since usually they just spill,
and most dogs will not eat
anyway. Your veterinarian

may make high and low
temperature restrictions for
plane travel. Small breeds
may be able to ride in the
cabin with you although they
still will have to be restrained
and in soft carriers under the
seat. Check with your airline
about size restrictions for
cabin travel.
SHOTS, SHOTS, SHOTS
All dogs who travel should
be up-to-date on vaccines
well in advance of your
departure. Your veterinarian may recommend vaccinations against influenza,
kennel cough, leptospirosis,
distemper, parvovirus, and
rabies. You should also mention where you’re traveling
in case there’s an infectious
disease that’s more prevalent
there than in your region and
that may require an additional vaccine.
Some airlines may require
proof of current vaccinations
and accompanying certificates and tags. Carry all your

dog’s vaccine licenses and
certificates in a separate small
travel case for easy access.
PEST CONTROL
Parasites can also vary
with geographical parts of
the country. Find out which
types may be of concern for
your trip. Are fleas a problem there? Is it tick season?
How about heartworm
infections? The Companion
Animal Parasite Council
(capcvet.org) provides a
geographical forecast for
parasite prevalence on its
website. Having your dog
on a heartworm preventative year-round may be
a good idea particularly
if you travel frequently.
Your veterinarian can also
get your dog started early
enough before you travel to
guarantee protection from
parasites once you arrive.
Travel with your dog can
be fun and exciting—as long
as you make sure it is safe.
FD

Kevin Fitzgerald is a staff veterinarian at Alameda East Veterinary Hospital in Denver.
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breed, or species. Nothing
is worse than searching for a
dog-friendly hotel during a
storm or in the middle of the
night.

BY KRISTA KARLSON
On the Road Again: Beignet
and her people at the happy
start of a new journey.

A young couple makes adventuring
with their dog part of everyday life.

Following
Her

T

he rescue said our
dog, Beignet, was
“medium to high
energy.” I imagined
a pooch who would enjoy
regular walks, fetch, and
hopefully hiking.
Beignet was not that pooch.
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When we met Beignet to
see if she was the right fit
for our family, she dragged
us around fanatically, her
legs splaying on the tile. She
huffed and puffed, pulling
with the strength of a much
larger dog. “We’ll take her,”

akc familydog

we said.
The first week, I took her
running on the path near
our home. This should tire
her out, I thought. She didn’t
even open her mouth to pant.
The next week, we went biking. She panted this time, but

quickly got the leash stuck in
my drivetrain and snapped
the rope in half. I wondered
how we would ever give her
enough exercise.
Beignet is a hound mix, 35
pounds of pure muscle. Her
coat is black, and her floppy

brown ears look like Yoda
when she tweaks them just
so. She has a white stripe on
her chest that’s only noticeable when her collar is off,
which is to say, when she’s
getting a bath for rolling in a
dead skunk, poop, or some

other unidentified mess.
My partner and I have
always enjoyed rock climbing, mountain biking, and
any chance to drive north to
the mountains for the weekend. When we started to
realize just how high energy

PHOTOS COURTESY AUTHOR

Nose

Beignet is, we couldn’t wait
to take her adventuring.
Her first night in a tent,
along a dirt road overlooking Lake Willoughby in
Vermont, was sleepless. She
sat upright and barked at
every squirrel and rustling
leaf.
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SCAT, DEAD FISH, AND
MUD
When we unzipped the
tent in the morning, she was
tickled with excitement to
be immediately outside—no
waiting patiently to go out,
like when we wake up at
home. The outdoors is her

akc familydog

drug, the one thing better
than any bone or belly rub.
Just a month after we got
her, we went for a 17-mile
mountain bike ride. She
didn’t just keep up; she ran
ahead. The next day, we rode
nine miles.
There were the summer
days when she played fetch
in the river until dark, galloping across the muddy beach
with a stick twice her size.
There were the winter days
when she pranced through
neck-high snow, only her
tail sticking up, and then
raced down the mountain
while we trailed behind on
snowboards. There were the
days—many of them—when
she came to us smiling and
panting, having rolled in

something rank. Dead fish
is her favorite, followed by
animal scat and mud.
This warrants a bath. The
problem is, there’s no bathtub in our minivan, where we
spend many weekends. There
are few pleasures as great as
sleeping in a confined space
with a smelly dog. We rinse
her off in a stream (if there
is one nearby), roll down the
windows and hope for the
best.
She’s gotten used to the
van. When it’s cold, she
sleeps under the blankets, a

little space heater who takes
up more than her share of
space in bed. We have three
blankets. She starts the night
underneath all three, then
pokes her head out when she
gets too hot, nosing on top of
one and under the other two.
This happens again a couple
hours later. If she’s feeling
really sneaky, she just army
crawls up by our pillows and
pokes out her head, like a
human.
WONDER OF IT ALL
Beignet’s big brown eyes

are full of life, more so than
many humans I know. They
convey a curiosity that isn’t
naïve, but open-minded, like
there is just so much possibility in the world. She runs
with spastic grace, her ears
folded back to reveal her tiny
ear hairs sticking up straight,
like a baby whose hair is just
beginning to grow.
In a way, she is a baby;
she’s almost three, according
to the birthday assigned by
the shelter. She consistently
tries to wake us up at sunrise,
to which I think, this must
be what it’s like to have kids.
Other days she shows surprising maturity, like when
strangers approached our
van before sunrise one recent
Sunday. Her bark woke me
up, and I opened my eyes
to see a man with his face
pressed against the window,
looking in. Beignet kept barking until the pair was out of
sight. She’s far from vicious,
but in that moment I was glad
she sounded like it.
Most mornings in the van
don’t start that way. Usually

Beignet curls up with her
head on my hips, a gentle
reminder that it’s time to
wake up. Sometimes she
chooses the more abrasive
strategy of playing with her
squeaky hedgehog toy, which
she picked up at a local
rock-climbing crag.

We try to sleep in lesser-known forests with few
people around where she
can be off leash. When we
open the doors, she bounds
out, her nose to the ground
and her tail perked up. Once
she’s satisfied that the woods
aren’t going anywhere, she

eats a quick breakfast before bounding off again. She
circles back as if to say, come
on, slow pokes! And we go
for a family walk.
There is something so simple about beginning the day
with a walk in the woods,
yet it feels profound. It’s

an affirmation that we are
happiest outside, and that
there is promise even in the
derelict forests that often get
used as dumping grounds or
party spots. It’s all beautiful
to Beignet.
That is how I want to live:
never foregoing a chance

to sniff the sniffs, feel the
fresh air in my ears, and run
through the woods like it’s
going out of style. She does it
all with so much heart. Her
little body pulses with the
rhythm of the Earth, and the
joy she radiates at the end
of a bike ride, panting with
her entire head out the van
window, is the purest kind
I’ve ever witnessed.
There are some adventures
she can’t join, like multi-pitch
rock climbing, ice climbing,
and downhill mountain
biking. And although we’ve
long considered investing in
gravel road bikes, we haven’t figured out how Beignet
would fit into that picture.
So we stick to the areas we
know she can be safely off
leash, and occasionally take

Krista Karlson is a journalist based in Connecticut. Her work has appeared in Anglers Journal, Backpacker and REI Co-Op Journal, among other places. kristakarlson.com.
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her to doggy daycare when
we want to do a big climb or
ride at a mountain bike park.
Recently, she spent the
week with my partner’s parents while we climbed long
routes in Nevada. All week
we missed her. The first night
back home, she got to sleep
in the bed. She is spoiled.
I have never loved anything the way I love Beignet. It’s a love full of joy and
wonder for the impossibility
of her abiding good spirits,
the way she lies in the van like
a frog with her legs splayed
behind, the way she always
knows the way back to the
car and is always up for any
adventure. Because of her, we
spend more time doing what
we love. Because of her, the
world seems bigger. FD

What’s the Buzz:
Mack checks a
commercial hive.

Honey,

These Dogs
are on the Job

Maryland beekeepers are buzzing about dogs trained to
sniff out honeybee-killing bacteria.

C

ybil Preston had a good feeling
about Tukka.
The English Springer Spaniel
lacked confidence. He cowered
when he heard loud noises and peed when he
got scared—qualities that earned him a failing grade in K-9 officer training. But Preston
knew he aced scent training and had a strong
desire to work, which made him ideal for the
role of canine apiary inspector.
“He is a working dog through and
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through,” she says. “His stamina was stellar
and it was very easy to motivate him to learn
a new scent.”
After six months of intensive training, Tukka became an official employee of the Maryland Department of Agriculture in January
2019.
Tukka visits commercial beekeepers with
Preston, a certified master beekeeper and chief
apiary instructor, to check hives for American
Foulbrood (AFB), a fast-spreading contagious

bacteria that decimates honeybee colonies.
AFB has a strong odor and the 3-year-old dog
was trained to recognize the scent; he sits beside the hive to alert Preston when he detects
the bacteria.
Maryland state law requires beehives to
be certified AFB-free before beekeepers ship
them across state lines to pollinate crops like
almonds, apples, and blueberries. If the bacteria are confirmed, infected hives are destroyed
or quarantined until treatment is complete

(and deemed successful) to help protect the
health of other honeybee colonies.
“Most of our commercial beekeepers
have thousands of
hives that travel from
state to state for pollination,” Preston
explains. “It’s our
job to make sure that
infected hives don’t
cross state lines [and]
if we want to be efficient, we need to have
a dog.”
The Maryland Department of Agriculture has had a “bee
dog” on staff since
1982. It’s believed to
be the only state agency in the nation that uses dogs to detect AFB.
Tukka is one of two AFB detection dogs
on staff. He works alongside his “brother”
Mack, a 6-year-old yellow Labrador Retriever
that Preston trained to detect the scent of AFB
in 2015.
Preston often inspects hundreds of hives at a
time. The dogs speed up the process, inspecting 100 hives in as little as 45 minutes—a
process that would take Preston, who has to
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as his brother.
Tukka almost didn’t get the job.
In 2017, Preston adopted a Beagle named
Clark from a local rescue group and trained
him to sniff out AFB alongside Mack. Despite
having an excellent nose, Clark had a poor
work ethic.
“He knew the scent but [his willingness to

detect it] was hit or miss depending on how
he felt at that moment,” she recalls. “When
he was separated from Mack, his training declined. He wouldn’t even work for a hot dog;
he didn’t want to work solo, and he needed
to be able to continue working when Mack
retires.”
After three failed attempts to pass the exam
to earn certification as a working dog, Preston
adopted Clark into her pack and he transitioned from working dog to retirement.
He naps at home when Mack and Tukka
head out to work in the morning.
Transitioning from K-9 officer-in-training
to apiary inspector proved to be a good move
for Tukka.
While he was training for the new role (and
passing the Maryland Department of Public
Safety and Correctional Services exam to earn
his certification as a detection dog), Tukka
was also learning how to be a pet.
Tukka lived in a kennel during his police
training and Preston notes, “he was handled
but not held. He is such a snuggle bug and
when he came here, he came out of his shell
and became a lot more confident; the change
in environment was huge for him.”
A few months after Preston adopted Tukka,
he stopped cowering and blossomed into an
affable companion.
Both dogs have earned a lot of press and

praise for their work, helping to raise awareness of the threats to honeybee populations
and the potential for dogs to help prevent the
spread of AFB.
Mack and Tukka have been so effective—
and adorable—in their roles that Preston says
states like Wisconsin, Maine, and Massachusetts are exploring the option of training their
own canine apiary inspectors.
“The dogs can be a great asset in states with
long periods of cold weather when bees are
dormant, but a lot of state departments of
agriculture lack the budget or the staff to start
a program like this,” Preston says. “It’s such a
great program for us and we want to keep it
going.”
Preston hopes to train another AFB detection dog to work with an apiary inspector
in another part of the state. She hopes that
Mack will remain on the job for several more
years and knows that when he retires, Tukka
will continue the legacy on his own.
For Preston, working alongside the dogs
makes apiary inspections more efficient and
enjoyable.
“Every single day can
be an inspection
day,” she says.
“I can’t imagine
doing it without
the dogs.” FD

Jodi Helmer writes about animals and the environment, often with a dog (or two) in her lap.
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open each hive to perform a visual inspection, 10 times as long.
Even beekeepers
who aren’t shipping
their hives out of state
(and don’t require
inspections) have
requested visits from
Tukka and Mack
to check their hives
for AFB. The added
inspection helps keep
the bacteria in check,
which is good for bee
populations.
The dogs work from
November to April
when temperatures are
cooler and the bees
are less active, reducing the risk of getting
Hive Minds: Tukka
stung.
and Mack on the job
During inspections,
Preston lets Mack
check the apiaries and then runs Tukka
through the hives for a second opinion; at the
next stop, Tukka goes first and Mack follows.
Their ability to sniff out the fatal bacteria
is the first line of defense for preventing the
spread of AFB—and the dogs are good at it.
Tukka has just started his first season on the
job, but Preston believes he’ll be as accurate

Pleasure
of Their

Company

They are forever on the lookout for tiny creatures and big
celebrations. What is life like with an English Setter?
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I

Bertie is
constantly on
lizard patrol.
Opposite: Parker
poses.

at attention behind
the French doors,
transfixed by something in the bushes
near the pool.
Bertie, 2, is a show
dog who is named
after a King—Edward VII, Queen

Elizabeth’s great
grandfather, whose
nickname was Bertie.
On that morning,
what had captured
this aristocrat’s gaze?
Lizards.
Bertie’s owner,
Lorna Hastings
Menaker, says he
sees these little creatures in the bushes
at the far side of the
pool all the time.
Menaker has to
peer long and hard
to catch a glimpse
of them, if she sees
them at all, but she
never doubts that
they are there.
Bertie tells her so
by striking a pose.
He stretches his
head and long, slender neck forward.
His feathered tail
points out behind
him. He stands still,
balanced, and
focused,
like a

weathervane covered
in glistening white
hair flecked with
orange spots.
“He would stand
there and be absolutely drop-dead
gorgeous,” Menaker
says.
Bertie’s lizard
dance reveals two
essentials about this
breed. First, their
senses are exquisitely
attuned to scents,
sounds, and tiny
movements. This
trait was crucial to
their original work
as upland game bird
dogs—something
that’s been bred into
them for centuries.
“They are very
in tune with their
environment,” says
Menaker, who in
a lifetime
devoted to
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The

t was a
glorious
early
spring
morning in Florida,
but Bertie wasn’t
interested in scenery.
The elegant orange
and white dog stood

King knew there was
trouble behind that door,
and would not leave until
his people recognized the
danger. Below: Maintaining
the beautiful coat requires
regular brushing, bathing,
and trimming. English
Setters have large flews
(lips) and a tendency to
drool.

HEALTH IS
MAGNIFICENT
Your Setter is known for his gentle character,
athleticism, and long, silky coat. These details
are the reason we tailor-made a diet with precise
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protein and fat content to help meet his high energy
requirements and maintain the Setter’s athletic
build. EPA and DHA are included to support a
healthy skin and coat, and an exclusive formula
with high digestibility, prebiotics, and a precise
blend of fibers assists with digestive sensitivities.
When you feed ROYAL CANIN® SETTER formula,
you’ll see him become his magnificent best.
Find your breed’s unique formula and
download your first purchase coupon at
RoyalCanin.com/breed

was Adonis.
HIDDEN TROUBLE
One day in June
2016, King, a 7-yearold English Setter
belonging to Cynthia
Hinckley, stepped
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into the kitchen in
the family home in
Westhampton, Massachusetts, stopped
dead in his tracks,
and started to stare
at the dishwasher.
It was the begin-

ning of a vigil that
would last two
weeks.
Hinckley peered
inside, but could find
nothing out of the
ordinary.
“It got to be very

TOP COURTESY CYNTHIA HINCKLEY; BOTTOM: COURTESY JILL WARREN

dogs has had Border
Collies and Canaan
Dogs. Bertie is her
first English Setter.
“They are very alert,
very aware.”
The other absolute
truth about these
dogs is that they are
stunning. It doesn’t
matter what they
are doing—pointing
birds, leaping over
an obstacle, standing
on a grooming table,
nuzzling a hand,
or curled up on a
chair—they take
your breath away.
The very first dog
registered by the
AKC in 1875 was an
English Setter.
His name, fittingly,
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For all of their beauty, smarts, and gentle
nature, the English Setter is not a dog you run
into on every street, field, or sporting event.
“You don’t see a lot of them out and about,”
says Sue Johnson, who has lived with the
breed for nearly 40 years. Of 193 recognized
breeds, English Setters came in at 95 in the
AKC’s annual rankings.
Cynthia Hinckley, the founder and executive
director of Bright Spot Therapy Dogs, sees
them as one of dogdom’s best-kept secrets.
When they walk their dogs, English Setter
people often get two comments that illustrate
this point.
* “I’ve never seen an Irish Setter that came in
white.”
* “I didn’t know that there are Dalmatians
that have long hair.”

sad,” she said. “He
would stand like a
statue, or sit or lie
down.”
Finally, she called
a repairman who
showed her that
King was not crazy
and, in fact, had
saved her home from
3/5
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an enemy that had
easily evaded human
senses. A mouse had
been gnawing on the
insulation behind
the washer and was
about to chomp
through the drain
hose.
“King saved us
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from having a
flood,” she says.
When he was not
averting catastrophe
at home, King (who
passed away in January) had another job
that involved sensing
hidden troubles.
He was one of
Hinckley’s team of
English Setters who
work for Bright
Spot Therapy Dogs,
a nonprofit organization she founded
in 2004. Hinckley’s
own dogs, along
with other specially
trained canine comforters, work in 258
facilities throughout
New England.
English Setters, she
says, are ideal for the
job of helping people
heal.
Their unique appearance—the gorgeous flowing coat
and all the spots—is
an instant icebreaker,
she says. (There is,

however, a downside
to their spectacular looks. So many
people stop her to
admire them that she
has to leave a half
an hour early to get
to appointments on
time.)
As far as their
temperament goes,
she believes therapy
work comes naturally to them.
“They have a
friendly, outgoing
personality. They
love everybody and
they’ll go everywhere,” says Hinckley, who started
therapy work with
her dogs in 1992.
“They just want to
please people.”
Most of Hinckley’s dogs came to
her after successful
careers in the show
ring. These retired
champions settled
into their new home
with ease.

The speckling pattern in the
coat is called Belton, named for
a British village. Orange, blue,
and tricolor Belton are the most
popular colors. They sometimes
come in liver and lemon Belton.

“They have an innate ability to adapt
to whatever the situation presents,” says
Hinckley. Although
loyal to their families, they will readily
curl up in the lap of
a stranger.
One characteristic
that sets them apart,
fans of the breed

say, is a friendly,
polite demeanor that
earned the breed
the nickname “Gentleman of the Dog
World.”
“As adults, they
have dignity,” says
Jill Warren, a Santa
Fe, New Mexico,
breeder and AKC
judge who has had

English Setters since
the 1980s. “They are
not always in your
face. They sit next to
you quietly.” Unlike
many other breeds,
they have a natural
respect for personal
boundaries. Warren’s dog Elaine, for
example, has a gentle
way of telling her

human that it’s time
to play.
“If I stay at the
computer too long,
if I’m writing something, she’ll come
up and poke my
arm with her nose—
‘Come on, let’s go do
something.’ ” says
Warren, who has
competed in confor-

LEFT: ©AKC COLLECTION; RIGHT: COURTESY CYNTHIA HINCKLEY

a Breed Apart

Speaking English

Adonis

Origin: Mention of the breed can be
found in the first English book on dogs,
published in 1570. Nineteenth century
British sportsman Edward Laverack is
credited with developing the line that led
to today’s conformation dogs. Another
sportsman, Purcell Llewellin, created a

Parker with full attention on
the seesaw; Inset: Elaine in
an obedience trial. Below:
Hazel is always ready to
jump for joy.

line of working English Setters.
Original Purpose: Upland game bird
hunting.
What’s in a Name? Before the development of firearms, hunting dogs were trained to go into a crouch and point to the location of the birds
crouching posture was known as a set. The term “setting dogges” appears in early writings.
Best For: People who want an energetic companion. As sporting dogs, they thrive on activity and will be
up for whatever you want to do—from hiking and jogging to all kinds of dog sports.

mation, hunt and
field tests, obedience,
and agility with her
English Setters. “If I
say, wait a moment,
she’ll go and sit
down.”
A FLUTTER
Six years ago,
Susan Johnson, of
Dallas, Texas, signed
up her English Setter
4/5
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Parker for nine runs
in an indoor agility
trial in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Johnson chooses
indoor trials because
Parker, like many
English Setters, can
be easily distracted
by birds and other
critters.
This trial was
indoors, in a live-
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stock arena, but
Johnson knew right
away that there was
trouble ahead. There
were sparrows fluttering around everywhere. “I set her up
to start and there’d
be four sparrows on
the ground 10 feet
away,” she says. “I’d
say, ‘go,’ and she’d
say, ‘Yeah, for the

birds.’ ”
Of the nine runs
Johnson signed up
for, the team completed two.
After that, Johnson
worked hard to keep
her dog’s mind on
the obstacles during
agility. Parker went
on to become the
first female English
Setter to earn both

conformation and
agility championships.
Parker is one of
a growing group

of do-it-all English
Setters. “They’re
just kind of known
as a conformation
breed,” Johnson

says. “I think there’s
a reputation out
there that they’re not
so smart, which is
not true at all.”
The English Setter
Association of America recently started
offering versatility
awards for dogs who
title or qualify in at
least three or more
dog sports. Three

weeks after the club
announced the program, Johnson says
that they had issued
50 certificates.
It’s not surprising.
“A good conformation English Setter
is built for performance. There’s nothing limiting in their
physical structure,”
she says. “They

LEFT: ©AKC COLLECTION; INSET: COURTESY JILL WARREN; GREAT DANE PHOTOS/COURTESY SUE JOHNSON

with their paws. Hunters would then toss a net over the area, including the dog, to capture the birds. The

THE HURRICANE
One day not long
ago, Linda Wozniak,
from Chapel Hill,
North Carolina,
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heard something
that disturbed her—
silence. This is not
good when you have
a puppy. She went
looking and found
her rambunctious
pup, Hazel, sitting
on top of a rolltop
desk. Wozniak had
no idea how Hazel,
whose formal name
is Oswick Category
Five, got up there.
Later, in a New
York City hotel
room, Wozniak
called out “Kennel
up!” Hazel scrambled to obey, but the
pup had a unique
interpretation of the
command. “She was
sitting on top of the
crate.”
At that moment,
Wozniak, an
AKC judge and
English Setter
fancier for 30
years, realized this
girl might do
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well in agility.
Her suspicions
were confirmed on
their first trip to a
training facility. After
sniffing the tunnel,
the little orange and
white pup figured
out what it was for
and was soon zipping in and out of it.
“She thought of it
like a playground,”
says Wozniak. “She
thinks life is a party.”
Hazel is one of the
seven youngsters
featured in the AKC
Puppy Pack on Instagram. To keep up
with Hazel’s agility
journey, follow @
americankennelclub
on Instagram, #AKCPuppyPack, #PuppyHazel.
Hazel is having

a ball learning the
foundations for a life
in sports, but there
are times when she
gives in to her basic
instincts. “She thinks
butterflies should be
pointed, grasshoppers should be pointed,” says Wozniak.
Recently, Hazel
spotted a koi in a
pond. She ran to the
shoreline, pointed,
lost her balance, and
fell in the water.
In typical Hazel
fashion—full of joy,
exuberance, and
confidence—she
jumped out, gave a
big shake, and once
again assumed the
English Setter pose—
on point with nose
and eyes aimed like a
missile. FD

For more information, contact the
English Setter Association of America
(www.esaa.com/index.html).

FAR LEFT:LONNIE ETHERIDGE; RIGHT: JOHN FRICK/COURTESY OWNER

are naturally good
jumpers, and they’re
smart. It’s just a matter of finding what
makes them tick.”

1st place

moments

Color

in time

Jennifer Fish
Border Collie
Camas, Washington

Here are the winners of our
40th Annual Photo Contest.

2nd

Color

Deneille Basualdo
Mixed-breed
Davenport, Florida
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3
rd
Color

Yanvarina Robbins
Chinese Shar-Pei
Winston-Salem,
North Carolina

2nd
B&W

Cheri Kropac
German Shorthaired
Pointers
Thompson, Ohio

1B&W
st place
Wendi White
Border Collie
Vero Beach, Florida
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3
rd
B&W

Flynn Paylor
Boston Terrier
Greensboro,
North Carolina

Honorable Mentions
Top: Hannah Nichole
Streeter, Australian
Cattle Dog, Rocky Hill,
Connecticut;
Left: Stephen Okala,
French Bulldog,
Washington, D.C.;
Right: Anthony
Vanderlinden, Borzoi,
Greensboro, North
Carolina
Top: Jennifer Lopez, Great Dane, Golden Retriever;
Retriever; Mixed-breeds, Houston, Texas;
Left: Kristine Breaux-McCullough, French Bulldog,
Corona, California;
Right: Jamie Heberlein, Parson Russell Terrier,
Wentzville, Missouri
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W

anted: Photographer
Assistant/Service Dog for an
award-winning veteran
photojournalist. Duties
include: retrieve lightbox, cell phone, and knee
pads, provide balance support, steady cameras, and rest head in subjects’ laps. Uniform vest
with top handle supplied.
Frequent air travel in coach floor seating
and overnight hotel stays in a shared room
required. Employee must supply own bed. No
family leave or vacation time. Benefits include
free cookies, outdoor bathroom breaks, billions
of cuddles, and eternal gratitude.

TRAINING AT THE TOP
Who’s the new hire?
It’s Charlie, a Labrador Retriever with soft,
melt-your-heart-out eyes, and a BFF
personality.
In November 2018, the 18-month-old black
Lab landed the position helping veteran Stacy
Pearsall, after much fanfare and months of
training with America’s Vetdogs and the
TODAY Show Puppy with a Purpose
program.
Pearsall, a Bronze Star Medal recipient, and
former staff sergeant and aerial
combat photojournalist for
the United States Air
Force, served three combat tours in Iraq until
roadside bombs sidelined her. Disabled and
1/3
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retired from military service, Pearsall suffers
from PTSD, traumatic brain injury, seizures,
and balance and hearing issues, but wanted to
continue serving.
Working as an independent photographer,
Pearsall founded the Veterans Portrait Project,
interviewing veterans in every U.S. state and
documenting their stories in private photo
shoots. But after traveling to 27 states alone,
she realized she needed help.
That’s when America’s VetDogs paired Charlie with Pearsall.
America’s VetDogs, founded by the Guide
Dog Foundation for the Blind, trains and
places highly skilled service and guide dogs
with veterans, active-duty service members,
and first responders who live with a range of
disabilities. Located in Smithtown, New York,
the not-for-profit organization preps pups from

ALL PHOTOS STACY L. PEARSALL, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED

A famous TV-trained service dog teams up with a
United States Air Force veteran and snaps a few
thousand photographs.
By Elaine Waldorf Gewirtz

birth to 18 months before matching them with
new owners.
“Charlie is Pearsall’s battle buddy,” says
Allison Storck, spokeswoman for America’s
VetDogs.
HOUSE OF CHEESE
Charlie’s career as a service dog began early.
At 8 weeks old, he left his litter at the Smithtown campus and moved to the Long Island
home of Olivia Poff, a Guide Dog Mobility
instructor and trainer with America’s Vetdogs.
Poff’s job involved socializing him to a range
of experiences he would later encounter as a
service dog. Although Charlie was a bubbly
puppy from the start, he needed to mature
into a confident, well-adjusted dog.
Charlie had to learn what living in a house
with odd objects and sounds, such as an
upright vacuum cleaner or a hair dryer, is all
about, says Poff. “We don’t want him to act
fearful or startle easily if he sees or hears these
later when he’s a service dog,” she says.
2/3
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To help the Lab accept body handling and
the bright lights at the television studio, Poff
pet him every day from nose to tail and set off
camera flashes.
“For training, we used positive reinforcement with plenty of praise, food treats, and
toys,” says Poff.
TODAY AND TOMORROW
At 8 weeks Charlie began his training at
the TODAY Show’s studio. Four or five days
a week he and Poff commuted from Long
Island to Manhattan. “Despite the four-hour,
round-trip car rides, Charlie was a champ,”
remembers Poff. “I’d open the car door, and
he was ready to go with his tail wagging.”
When the show’s hosts at the time, Matt
Lauer, Savannah Guthrie, and Al Roker, met
Charlie, they bonded immediately, and the
dog’s star power took off.
What’s a four-legged celebrity’s day on the
set like?
Unlike guests who wait in the morning
show’s green room before their appearances and receive wardrobe, hair, and makeup
touchups, Charlie and Poff hung out in the
“orange room” with Carson Daly, the show’s
social media correspondent. The Lab didn’t
receive any glammed-up grooming or fancy
doggy sweaters, but Daly incorporated him
into his segments.
“If something went viral, Daly turned the
camera on a sleeping Charlie and said, ‘Well,

Pearsall relaxing with Pickles, Lilly,
and Charlie on the farm

looks like Charlie didn’t find this as entertaining as everyone else did.’ ”
At 14 weeks Charlie learned to walk on
a loose leash outdoors and to follow basic
obedience instructions, such as “jump,”
“sit,” “touch,” “stay,” “down,” and “come”
when called. “He was like a little sponge and
soaked up everything pretty quickly,” says
Poff.
When the TODAY Show wanted to give
Charlie a day outside the city, they offered
him an experience in the country. A camera
crew, Charlie, and Poff went to a New Jersey
farm where the dog saw horses, cows, chickens, and lots of open space.
“The day on the farm was ironic because

we found out later that Pearsall and her
husband, Andy Dunaway, live on their 32acre farm in Charleston, South Carolina, and
Charlie will spend a lot of time there,” says
Poff.
On the TODAY set, Charlie met new people, heard loud music, and experienced a
hectic environment. This gave him a taste of
what his future life with Pearsall would be
like.
HER PLUS ONE
At 18 months, it was time for Charlie to
leave the TODAY Show and begin his career
with his companion. For one week Pearsall
and Charlie learned how to work together

TOP: COURTESY ANDY DUNAWAY; LEFT: TRISH BARINI

Finn, son of army
veteran Daniel
Malloy, pets
Charlie during a
Veterans Portrait
Project event
in Augusta,
Maine.

Did Not Disturb:
Whether on the job, in
the city or the country,
few things bother
Charlie.

on specific tasks at America’s Vetdogs. Poff
and Charlie spent another week touring with
Pearsall.
Faces of the
Veterans
Portrait
Project
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“I was on a waitlist for a service dog for
two years, and during that time I vacillated
whether I needed one,” says Pearsall.
“I didn’t know what a dog could do for me,
but living with this dog is a liberating journey,” says Pearsall. To help Pearsall if she has
nightmares, Charlie interrupts the bad dreams
by pulling the blanket on or off to wake her.
When she’s walking and feels off-balance,
Charlie was trained to firmly plant his feet to
give Pearsall some stability.
The Labrador is also her personal paparazzi.
“I had a crazy idea to create a lifetime goal
of taking photographs of veterans in every
state in the United States,” says Pearsall. She
travels to Veterans Administration Centers
throughout the country and interviews and

captures the images of 20 to 30 veterans in
12- to 15-minute sessions.
For Pearsall, the Veterans Portrait Project
answered her question, “How do I change
people’s views about veterans and raise
awareness about them in our community?”
Charlie provides emotional support to
Pearsall and the veterans.
“Sometimes veterans are hesitant to open to
Stacy about their injuries, but having Charlie
there makes it easier for them to share their
stories,” says Storck.
The Lab accompanies her into the studio
and helps with counter balancing and offers a
calming influence if she feels nervous.
“Charlie always knows when we’re going
on the road and he handles travel well,” adds

Pearsall. “He makes life so much easier.”
On the farm, he rides in the wagon, loves
to play Frisbee, and gets along well with the
couple’s horses and two dogs, Pickles and
Lilly.
But Charlie also loves some downtime,
and especially when he gets to snuggle with
Pearsall’s husband, who will sit with him
and give him scratches.
“I like to say he’s my service dog,” says
Pearsall, “but he’s everyone’s emotional support dog.” FD
Elaine Waldorf Gewirtz is an award-winning
dog writer. She lives with Molly, a Pembroke
Welsh Corgi, and Kota, a Dalmatian, who are
tired of posing for her pictures.

See how this aquatic Afghan Hound
rewrote the record books with one big
jump.

T

he Afghan
Hound is
an ancient
breed,
honed over centuries
to help hunters chase
game through the
desert. Four-thousand-year-old images
of the majestic dogs
on the tail of gazelle
and hares have been
discovered in Afghanistan caves.
Spin forward to
today, and Afghans
have not changed
much. They are still
elegant with flowing
hair and astounding
speed.
Wonder is no exception and carries
the prey drive of her
ancestors.
When no deer or
1/3
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rabbits entered her
yard in South Carolina, she turned her
attention to the most
prevalent creature—
dragonflies. The
buzzing and darting
of the insects put her
into high gear. She
chased them relentlessly.
Owner Karin Shapiro admired her skill
one day while she
stalked a bug.
“Suddenly, I saw
Wonder jump and
clear my 6-foot fence
into my neighbor’s
yard after the dragonfly. She cleared it
effortlessly without
much momentum,
and I knew she could
jump very high,”
Shapiro says.
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She

Makes

Waves

Once she retrieved
Wonder, Shapiro, a
long-time dog-sports
enthusiast, looked at
her swimming pool
and thought Wonder
might have a new
career. This desert
hound has a distinct
trait not found in
most Afghans—she
likes to swim.
A year later, Wonder became the
first—and only—Afghan Hound to earn
a title with North
America Diving
Dogs (NADD)
with a best jump of
18-feet-9-inches. Her
2018 average was 17
feet 7 inches.
“I have never heard
of or seen another
dock diving Afghan,” says Sandy
Blount, manager
of Afghan Hound
Rescue of Southern
California. “She is
unique in more ways
than one.”

TROUBLED
WATERS
Despite a difficult
start to her life and a
long journey to her
permanent home,
Wonder maintained
a great attitude and
willingness to try
new things.
About 12 years
ago, the Afghan
Hound Rescue of
Southern California learned about
homeless Afghans
in Korea and began working with a
rescue group there.
They also hooked up
with an
Afghan-owning
veterinarian, who
taught at a veterinary college in that
country, Blount
recalls.
In 2015, a connection sent Blount
a photograph. “It
was the most heartbreaking little face,
pleading for help.

PHOTOS COURTESY OWNER

BY PENNY LEIGH

She looked so cold
on that cement floor.
She was probably
7 months old. Of
course, we took her.”
Wonder arrived
in the United States
shortly after. “She
was totally unaffected by the flight
and everything her
life previous held.
She was outgoing,
playful, and fit right
in with my dogs,”
Blount says.
On the opposite
coast, Shapiro was
in search of her next
dog. Shapiro has had
a successful career in
agility and obedience
with a Labrador
Retriever and Border
Collies, but her heart
belongs to Afghans.
“I have always
been captivated by
Afghans. I wanted
one when I was a
kid. They are so regal, and they are not
aloof as many people
2/3
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believe,” she says.
“They have that side,
but they are also
loving.”
Her first Afghan,
Fury, who was born
in a shelter, earned
the AKC Master
Agility Championship in 2001 and
appeared on the Late
Show with David
Letterman.
Shapiro wanted another rescue Afghan,
and a friend found
Wonder on the internet. “She said ‘This
dog looks athletic.
Check her out,’ ”
Shapiro recalls. “As
soon as I saw her,
I knew she was the
one.”
But there were
barriers. The Afghan
Hound Rescue of
Southern California has a policy of
not adopting out of
state. If the situation
does not work out,
they want to get the

Take a Leap
Whether you have a Newfoundland who lives to dog paddle or a laplounging Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, you can still participate—and earn
titles—in the sport of dock diving.
Canines of all kinds—purebreds or mixed-breeds—are welcome in the
pool, according to the North America Diving Dogs (NADD), an organization
that promotes a sport in which taking a flying leap off a pier is not only
encouraged, it’s rewarded with titles and ribbons. NADD titles are
recognized by the AKC through its title recognition program.
If you are interested in trying this fast and fun sport, visit the NADD
website (northamericadivingdogs.com), which offers a list of permanent
facilities that have diving pools, classes, and competitions. The site also
offers instructional videos on the fundamental skills needed to participate,
such as ramp work, jumping, and throwing a toy (there’s a right and wrong
way to do it to motivate a diving dog).

dog back easily.
Shapiro was pleading with Blount
when the two realized that they met
years ago at an
Afghan national
specialty.
“It was one of the
first AKC agility
trials, and Sandy had
seen how well my
dogs did,” Shapiro

recalls. “She said
‘You can adopt her.
She is a handful. She
stole a melon off
my table today and
needs someone who
can keep her busy.’ ”
RIPPLE EFFECT
On March 13,
2016, Shapiro
picked up Wonder at
the airport and the

puppy settled into
her new home.
Wonder became
curious about the
pool while watching
Shapiro’s Border
Collies swim.
“Her first entry
into my pool, I
placed a vest on her.
It has a handle on
top, so I held onto it,
guiding her into the

41st Annual

water, first introducing the steps. I took
her around in a circle
and towards the
stairs, showing the
way out. She learned
quickly and, before
you know it, was
swimming with her
buds.”
After witnessing
her catapult over the
fence, Shapiro taught
Wonder to retrieve a
bumper.
“I started holding
a toy above my head
to see if she would
jump up and grab
it. She did, going
straight up effortlessly. ... She still does
this as a fun warmup.”
Wonder began
jumping off the side
of the pool, so Shapiro took the plunge
and had a dock built
into her pool. When

Wonder jumped
confidently off the
dock, they entered a
NADD competition
at Teamworks Dog
Training in North
Carolina.
ONE BIG SPLASH
“I didn’t have any
expectations—I just
had fun. I never
expected Wonder
would win first place
in her division and
qualify for the nationals.”
The team compet-

ed in December at
the NADD Championships in Orlando,
Florida, establishing
another first as the
only Afghan Hound
to compete at the
event. Wonder was
nervous with the
loud indoor atmosphere, having only
jumped in her backyard and smaller
outdoor competitions. But Shapiro
played with her, tugging the bumper, and
the nervous energy

soon dissolved.
When Wonder’s
turn came, she
bound down the
dock and into the air,
hair flying.
Her best jump was
18-feet-6-inches, and
she placed in the
top quarter of the
150-plus dogs in the
Open Senior division.
Shapiro hopes to
qualify 3-year-old
Wonder again for the
championships and
try lure coursing and
agility.
“I am so grateful
Sandy realized Wonder needed a home
where she would get
training and an outlet
for her willingness
and drive,” she says.
“I call her my Wonder Girl, and I tell her
every day that she is
wonderful.” FD

Penny Leigh is the program manager of the AKC GoodDog! Helpline and a competitor in several
dog sports with her canine team.
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Photo Contest

Think your dog has that
certain “star quality”?
Are you an accomplished shutterbug (or aspiring to be one)?
Then we invite you to enter our 41st Annual Photo Contest. It can be an
elegant portrait, an image of your dog with his best buddy (that’s you!), or
a lively action shot—creativity, quality, and originality are the only parameters.

Well, there are a few rules, too.
For rules and additional details, go to
akc.org/products-services/magazines/family-dog/photo-contest/rules.

So start snapping!
DEADLINE:
The 2019 AKC Photo Contest began on April
15, 2019. Entries must be postmarked by
January 31, 2020, and received no later
than February 7, 2020.

SEND ENTRIES TO:

PRIZES:

AKC Magazines Photo Contest
The American Kennel Club
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178
or Email: photocontest@akc.org

First Place
$500
Second Place $250
Third Place
$150
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the nation’s leading trainer of professional animal massage therapists

NOW OFFERS A

Get 15% off
your first purchase.

CANINE MASSAGE THERAPY

Home Study Certificate Program

Use code

The Equissage Program professionally
schools the student in the theory and
benefits of massage, massage strokes,
technique and sequence, canine
anatomy, dog handling, and marketing
your own canine massage practice.

FAMILYDOG
Valid on all products.
Expires on 12/31/2019

Vizsla
Wall & Crate
Ribbon Racks
Dogs Horses
& Sports
•

www.equissage.com
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• P.O. Box 447, Round Hill, VA 20142 • (800) 843-0224 • info@equissage.com

THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB

SM

Untitled-3 1

VISA CREDIT CARD!
®

/showoffribbonracks

THE ONE BOOK
EVERY DOG LOVER NEEDS
4/26/19 4:16 PM

Get rewarded* for doing the things
you and your dog both love.

A personalized store for you
and your dog’s needs

• Earn 3 points for every $1 spent at pet store, vet offices
and the AKC**
• Earn 2 points for every $1 spent on gas and groceries**
• Earn 1 point for every $1 spent everywhere VISA is accepted.

VISIT
WWW.AKC.ORG/VISACARD

q
COMPLETELY
UPDATED &
EXPANDED!

A unique and personalized online experience that combines over
The most successful dog book ever published, with over two million copies sold,
e New Complete Dog Book is the American Kennel Club’s bible of dogs, a
celebration of every breed—over 200—recognized by the AKC. This volume
oﬀers readers:

100 years of knowledge with the current and evolving needs
of pets and their owners, including grooming and wellness,
professional products, and gifts for any special occasion.
We’ve got you covered!

shop.akc.org

*The American Kennel ClubSM Visa® Credit Card Rewards program is provided by The American Kennel ClubSM The American Kennel ClubSM may
change the terms of the program at any time. For terms and conditions,
visit comenity.net/akc.
**Each merchant is assigned a code by a third party that indicates the
merchant’sareaofbusiness.Pointswillonlybeawardedifthemerchantcode
for the purchase matches the category eligible for the offer. Comenity Capital
Bank does not have the ability to control assignment of merchant codes.
The American Kennel ClubSM Visa® Credit Card is issued by Comenity
Capital Bank, pursuant to a license from Visa U.S.A. Inc.
Visa is a registered trademark of Visa International Service Association.
AKC, American Kennel Club and the trademarks, logos and designs are
trademarks of The American Kennel Club, Inc. Used with permission.
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• Official standard for every AKC-recognized breed
• Over 800 exceptional color photographs of adults and puppies
• Spotlight on finding well-bred puppies, sports, and activities for dogs and owners

This 22nd edition of The American Kennel Club’s The New Complete Dog Book belongs
in every dog lover’s home, the library of every town and institution, and dog club reference
section in America.

Available at Amazon or in the AKC Shop at shop.akc.org
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“

THE END OF THE LEASH

Aspen just makes everything
better. He’s such a great traveler, and we always meet people
when he’s with us because everyone is wanting to pet him. He just
brings a certain joy to our trips
and we love getting to take him
places with us. I think I’ve always
had a special bond with Aspen,
and his becoming “InstaFamous”
hasn’t changed our bond.

©HUNTER LAWRENCE/
THE LAWRENCE HOUSE

“

—Sarah Lawrence and her husband, Hunter, run a popular
Instagram account showcasing their world travels with their
Golden Retriever, Aspen. Follow them:
@aspenthemountainpup or thelawrencehouse.com.
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